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This edition contains a consolidation of the following laws-
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ARRANGEMENT OF RULES

1. Short title.
2. Applications to use Newtown Barracks.
3. Permission to erect booth etc.
4. Grazing permits.
5. Offences in connection with games.
6. Cricket.
7. Penalty.
CHAPTER 336

NEWTOWN BARRACKS RULES

(Section 3)

1. These Rules may be cited as the

NEWTOWN BARRACKS RULES.

2. Application for the use of Newtown Barracks or any part thereof for the purposes of games, sports, races, picnics or other like purposes shall be addressed to the Central Authority who may grant permits subject to such conditions as they may think fit to impose. Any person dissatisfied with the decision of the Central Authority may appeal to the Minister.

3. No person shall set up or cause to be set up any booth, stand or other erection for any purpose whatsoever on Newtown Barracks or any part thereof without the permission in writing of the Central Authority.

4. The Central Authority may grant permits to graze animals, as defined by the Act, at Newtown Barracks. Such permits may be cancelled at any time by the Central Authority.

5. (1) Every person who -

(a) within the area of Newtown Barracks, whilst an authorised game or other sport is in progress, does not quietly leave or move away when desired to do so by a police constable or any official of the game or sport that is taking place, duly authorised, in writing, in the case of an official, by the Central Authority;
(b) not taking part in any authorised game or other sport, remains in the area at Newtown Barracks set aside for it whilst such game or other sport is in progress;

(c) remains on or crosses the Race Course whilst any authorised race held by any person or body of persons granted a permit to hold horse races is taking place,

shall be deemed to have committed a breach of these Rules.

(2) A race is deemed to be taking place whilst the horses participating in it are proceeding to the starting place, awaiting the start or actually racing or returning to the paddock after the race.

(3) An authorised game or other sport is one for which permission of the Central Authority or the Minister to hold the same has been obtained.

6. (1) Cricket practice shall not take place at Newtown Barracks except under the following conditions:

(a) There shall be placed between the batsman’s wicket and the road a net at least fifteen feet long and eight feet high parallel to the road.

(b) The batsman’s wicket shall be within six feet of such net and so placed that at least ten feet of such net shall be forward of such wicket.

(c) The batsman shall so stand that the road shall be to his off side whilst batting.
(d) Any person not both a member of a recognised club and conforming to conditions (a), (b) and (c) above shall practise only on the space adjoining the sea and at a distance of not less than fifty yards from the road.

(2) The above conditions shall not apply to matches recognised by the Challenge Cup Committee.

(3) No wicket, whether for the purpose of practice or matches, shall be placed at a distance less than twenty-five yards from the road.

Penalty.

7. Any person committing a breach of these Rules shall be liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars.